We present the design and prototype of GnuStream, a peerto-peer (P2P) and receiver-driven media streaming system.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of P2P has recently gained popularity thanks to the wide deployment of P2P file sharing applications over the Internet. We are interested in the application of P2P to real-time media streaming, which is a more challenging problem than ordinary file-sharing. In filesharing systems, a client first downloads the enrire file and then uses it, termed as the "open-after-downloading" mode; while in media streaming systems, a client consumes the content of a media file while the file is being downloaded, termed as the "play-while-downloading" mode [I] .
The large volume of media data along with their stringent timing constraint poses challenges for P2P media streaming, which is even exacerbated by the dynamic nature of P2P networks: a peer can get online or offline at any time. Furthermore, a single peer sender may not be able to contribute full streaming bandwidth to a peer receiver, due to its limited capacity and/or its own communication needs. As a result, the traditional singlesender paradigm is no longer effective in P2P streaming. Instead, a P2P streaming session has to involve a set of peer senders, each contributing a portion of the streaming bandwidth. In addition, different from the client-server paradigm [2] , the sender set members may change dynamically, due to their unpredictable online/offline status changes.
Recently, P2P streaming has been studied from other angles. Narada [3] and PeerCasl [4] are two proposed architectures for synchronous broadcast of live media to multiple peers. They focus on dynamic construction of a multicast tree which connects peers requesting the live media. However, they do not consider the limited contribution of bandwidth from individual peers. CoopNet [5] builds multiple distribution trees spanning a source and all peer receivers, each tree transmitting a separate description of the media signal. However, each peer receiver consults the source node for its upstream peer senders. ZIGZAG [6] organizes peer receivers into a hierarchy of bounded-degree clusters and builds a multicast tree based on the hierarchy. However, it assumes that each peer only receives from one upstream peer sender.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of GnuStream, a receiver-driven P2P media streaming system. Built will become a standby sender, to he called upon to take over the load of degradingldisconnected peer senders during the streaming session. 
System Features
Gnustream has the following salient features, which are either missing or not yet implemented in other P2P media streaming systems:
( I ) Integration with P2P lookup substrate:
Gnustream leverages Gnutella as its lookup substrate, making it readily deployable in the current Gnutella P2P network environment. Figure 1) . Therefore, the set of active peer senders in one streaming session will change dynamically during the session.
(6) Buffer control: To accommodate the dynamic set of peer senders and the end-to-end network congestion, Gnustream implements a suite of buffer control mechanisms which involves more concurrency and scheduling complexity than the traditional buffer control mechanisms in client-server streaming.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present a "zoom-in" description of Gnustream's design and implementation, highlighting its layered architecture and buffer control mechanisms. sender set is also maintained and adjusted by SCL. The goal is to maintain the maximum streaming quality despite the dynamics in the underlying P2P network. Buffer management (to be described in the next section) is the critical technique to achieve this goal.
(3) Media Playback Layer (MPL): To be adaptable to the aggregated streaming bandwidth, MPL performs media quality adaptation based on the media data collected by SCL. The technique of double buffering is used between media decoder and player for efficiency and low switching overhead. MPL also enables the "plug-n-play" of different media players with minimum modification.
GnuStream Implementation
We have implemented Gnustream using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 and leveraging the open source Gnutella client, namely Gnucleus.
The most challenging aspect of our implementation is buffer management. Traditional buffer control in the client-server paradigm cannot be applied directly, due to the P2P network dynamics. Inside the control buffer, to coordinate the multiple peer senders, a delicate buffer model is implemented to enforce the real-time property of media streaming. Under this model, we manipulate the control buffer using different control pointers. The offser pointer indicates the amount of data already consumed. End-ofdata indicates the trunk of continuous data available in the buffer. End-of-buffer indicates the end or maximum size of buffer. SCL adjusts the data feeding rate to the decoder and thus the display frame rate is tunable according to current aggregated streaming bandwidth from the multiple peer senders. With this model, SCL is also able to monitor the streaming progress and thus compute system parameters such as the next frame needed and expected bit-rate from each peer sender.
EXPERIMENTS
We create a local experimental testbed using multiple desktop PCs with XEON CPU 2.00 GHz, each equipped with 1.M)G RAM and 3COM 3C920 lOOMbps Integrated Fast Ethemet Controller. Some of them are configured as peer senders while the others are configured as the requesting receivers. We limit the maximum streaming bandwidth from each sender to 6OKFJk. -.
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-7 ;--. receiver during the media playback. shown in Figure 5 . Notice that Peer 3 (represented by the magenta curve) is replaced by Peer 4 (cyan curve), which has been a standby sender during the first 26 seconds. The detection and recovery latency is a result of the tradeoff between system reactivity and peer probing overhead. We note that there is no interruption to media playback even during the 1.0 second period of sender set adjustment, thanks to the buffer control mechanisms of Gnustream.
CONCLUSIONS
P2P media streaming is expected to be widely deployed in P2P networks such as Gnutella. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Gnustream, a P2P and receiver-driven media streaming system which 
